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            Paul writes and thinks in circles that don’t completely overlap.  He comes 

back to points he feels strongly about and then jumps to something new and then 

comes back.  The thoughts shared today follow that pattern a little.  

            But Paul usually has something basic in each circle that he wants to 

emphasize.  We each need to look for it, because in the reading of it over time, 

something might jump out today and tomorrow it might be something else.  That is 

one aspect of the richness of Scripture.  

            In this reading, the idea of freedom to live in joy jumped out to me; that 

and the idea of choice.  I guess that means there are two things today, but they 

connect so maybe it is just one.  

            We have choices.  For every situation we choose how we react, how we 

respond.   For example, love and hate are considered opposites and we choose one 

or the other depending on the situation.  

            What if they are not opposites?  What are our choices then?  This is a 

place where thoughts go in circles back to other chapters in 1 Corinthians.  If we 

look at love and hate on a straight line they are wide apart – the choice seems 

obvious.  If on the other hand we take that straight line and make it into a circle, 

now they are not so far apart.   What are our choices now?  We are choosing 

between two responses that are not so far apart. 

            So what is the opposite of hate?  What is the opposite of love?  If we 

think of the circle, the opposites are, I think, indifference and apathy.  When we 

love or hate we care.  The opposite would be not caring.  

            Hate generally comes from hurt or feeling threatened.  We hate what 

scares us.  That hate can be transformed into love much more easily than 

indifference.  Hate is a strong emotion.  It means we care about something deeply.  

            Love on the other hand happens when we are secure, when we do not let 

hurt and threat dominate our lives.  I was told once we need greater tolerance in 

Canada of differences.  I rather dislike the concept.  It feels lukewarm, like 

coffee that is weak and not cold or hot.  No one really likes it but we can put up 

with it if we have to.  Imagine I say to you I really tolerate you.  How do you feel 

now?  Paul doesn’t do that.  If he is upset with the Corinthians he tells 

them.  When they are upset with him they tell him – which is the reason there is 2 

Corinthians.  Underneath that they love each other, and the strong emotion brings 

them to a better place. 

            Love and hate are never managed with tolerance, at least not in the 

bible.   I don’t hear tolerance in anything Jesus said.  I hear something strong, not 



something lukewarm.   ‘Godspell’ is a musical adaptation of the Gospel of 

Matthew.   There is a song from the musical, ‘Day by Day’, that has for many years 

captured my idea of loving Jesus: 

Day by day 

Oh Dear Lord 

Three things I pray 

To see thee more clearly 

Love thee more dearly 

Follow thee more nearly 

Day by day 

  

            There is nothing lukewarm or half-hearted in these words.  More clearly, 

dearly, and nearly speak about going deeper, not staying on the surface. They are 

words of strength and strong flavour. 

            This song brings 1 Corinthians 10 to life.  Both urge us to see God more 

clearly, love him more dearly, and follow him more nearly.  Both are love songs 

about choice; a choice to follow the part of love that comes from Jesus - a way of 

life, seeing, loving and following Jesus more clearly, dearly and nearly day-by-day.  

            Let’s look at the chapter.  Paul reminds the Jews of their history in the 

desert.  They were guided by a cloud that showed the way.  They walked through 

the sea on dry land.  And in the sand and the dry land where once there had been a 

sea they were baptized as followers of Jesus.  

            Not yet.  Paul says they were baptized followers of Moses.  That perplexes 

me a little until I remember Paul was adamant we follow no man or woman but 

Jesus.  The folks of Israel in the desert began by seeing Moses as a kind of 

saviour and that was not deep enough.  That would fail, as any enterprise without 

Jesus does. 

            It was in the journey in the desert they drank from the spiritual rock that 

was Jesus – the words of Paul in 1 Corinthians 10.  It is no secret why Jesus called 

Simon Peter the rock.  He wanted his church founded on the same rock that 

brought the Israelites through the journey in the desert.  

            It was in the journey, not the spectacular events of a cloud moving, a sea 

parting that people began to understand what joy meant.    It was easy to believe 

when the spectacular happened.  It was easy to be happy and praise God then.  It 

was not so easy in the day to day living in the desert. 

            Folks began to grumble.  They began to have expectations that went beyond 

the simple manna of each day.   The crossing of the sea became a distant 

memory.  It was replaced with an attitude of “what have you done for me 

lately?”    Sounds like Prosperity Theology long before we called it that.  Perhaps 

Solomon was right, there is nothing new under the sun.  Which means learning from 

our history and that brings us back to the circle.  



            It is understandable what happened in the desert.  In their grumbling the 

people turned to dreams of a life of ease.  These folks, who had been slaves for so 

many years wanted feasting and drinking a bit too much, in other words a life of 

living to excess.  That was freedom from slavery as far as they were 

concerned.  Manna every day and everyone on the same level economically did not 

fit with visions of a land of milk and honey.  It did not fit with the dream of a 

comfortable life. 

            So, Paul says, think of your history.  You have a choice, you the folks in the 

church in Corinth.  Remember history.  The folks in the desert were new to their 

faith, just like the Corinthians.  The temptation to turn away from God to what was 

familiar was very real.  Remember your history.  Remember the mistakes and learn 

from them.  

            Paul wanted these folks to live lives of joy for Jesus.  In fact, the proof of 

how we live for Jesus is joy.  Paul does not say that outright in this chapter, but it 

is there between every line, underlying every word.  We live for Jesus because we 

love him.  We make choices out of love.  

  

Feet-in-the-Dirt #1 

            

            The choice to love cannot be made out of force or pressure.  It cannot be 

made because a church demands it.  It cannot be made because I or you wish it for 

folks close to us.  

            The choice is not one we can be forced into.  When we do, true love does 

not flow.  Resentment is more often the result, or walking away from the 

church.  It has happened all too often because folks feel pressure to 

conform.                          

            The most important choice we will make in our lives is to choose or reject 

Jesus.  When we choose to follow Jesus it comes with the understanding somehow 

that choice should show a difference from other choices.  The choice to follow the 

love of Jesus needs to show in the joy with which we live our lives, when times are 

good, bad or in-between.  

            One of the fascinating things about living internationally is connections to 

folks from a wide range of religious traditions.  I have seen deep caring for social 

justice and love for neighbours from folks in each of these religious 

traditions.  One of the saddest things about the genocide in Rwanda was while 

Christians were killing Christians; the Muslim population was hiding and protecting 

Christians.  I heard this directly from folks who had experienced it and who were 

now in the refugee camps in Congo.  

            My sadness was not a sadness that another tradition was doing the caring 

and protecting.  It was the sadness my own faith tradition was not.  How folks saw 

Jesus, how they saw love and joy was not through the church.  



            On the other hand I saw Congolese Christians opening their homes and 

churches to refugees.  Some of them died of cholera contracted from the 

movement of refugees.  Some churches had alters and benches burnt for cooking 

fires.  

            The difference in these two examples is, I think, all about when Jesus is 

the source of that love.  When we know that source we live it through joy, joy that 

sees everything as a gift from God.  We celebrate that gift with joy, whether we 

are crying or laughing.  

            Thinking in the circle of Paul, I come back to the thought that too often 

folks don’t see that in us.  They don’t need to see us pounding the pulpit.  Most of 

them don’t come to church to see the pulpit anyway.  They need to see a difference 

in followers of Jesus outside the church walls.  That is where it counts.  

            And then I remember the stories during the week, of a person who reached 

out to someone, quietly.  I remember the stories of grassroots examples of joy 

right here in our community.  And I am encouraged. 

             I don’t want this to be a 'heavy'.  It’s just that it’s simple, all too 

simple.  Joy is contagious in a very healthy and healing way.  Hate is contagious in a 

damaging way.  Indifference is also contagious in the most destructive way because 

it says it just doesn’t matter.  

            Indifference to Jesus is the biggest challenge we face in Canada.  We need 

to take responsibility for a big chunk of that.  What we do is contagious; it’s a 

question of what we choose to spread.  

Feet-in-the-Dirt 

            A final thought on something Paul says in the last verse of chapter 10.  “I 

don’t just do what is best for me; I do what is best for others so that many may be 

saved.”  

            There is a danger in overlooking the second part of this verse.  If we do 

what is best for others, inevitably we will find we have lost ourselves, and when we 

do there is little joy.  I don’t think Jesus wants that.  In fact, I know he 

doesn’t.  He sees each of us as uniquely made.  He sees each of us as a sister or 

brother.  He wants us to live lives of joy.  

            Jesus himself didn’t do what everyone else wanted him to do.  He was in 

trouble with a lot with folks who wanted this or that, and he wouldn’t go there.  It 

would have been considerably easier on him, in one sense, if he had.  He could have 

had enormous popularity.  He could have accepted all sorts of gifts and lived very 

comfortably as a ‘wise-man’ and respected teacher.  

            When Jesus was troubled he went right to where he knew he would find 

joy.   He went off alone to be with his Father.  It was there he found real love.  It 

was out of that he found joy in completing the mission he was sent for.  



            There is a lesson in this.  We find joy in doing what God wants of us, but if 

we look for joy in what everyone else wants we will find little real joy and no 

security.  

            It is important to feel like folks approve of us in some ways.  Relationships 

that are all about criticism don’t have much joy or happiness. But approval by 

others can very easily become our idol.  Anything we create, out of wood or metal 

or in our hearts out of emotional need becomes something more important than our 

relationship with God.  

            Joy is about freedom.  We are freed from hate to live in love.  Joy and 

hate might not be so far apart in the circle, but in one direction they are far 

enough apart we cannot jump the gap on our own.  The other direction we call all 

too easily.  

            Jumping to hate is the easy part.  I can do that on my own.  Jumping from 

hate to joy is the hard part.  For that I need help.  The bit of a gap between love 

and hate is bridged by Jesus.  We cannot jump from hate to love without Jesus. 

            Love is not indifference.  It is deep and real.  Hate is not indifference.  It 

too is deep and real.  We have a choice.  And that is the choice we are faced with, 

to choose Jesus and love, or to reject Jesus, the only source of real and true love.  

            That brings me back to the song from ‘Godspell’.  The choice for love is the 

testimony of the song.  The commitment to living a life of joy comes out of the 

prayer of the song.  I leave you with the words once again this time as a prayer I 

am praying for myself, and a prayer I am hoping each of you prays for yourself.  
 

Day by day 

Oh dear Lord 

Three things I pray 

To see thee more clearly 

Love thee more dearly 

Follow thee more nearly 

Day by day 

Oh dear Lord 

Three things I pray 

  

The Lord be with you. 
 


